The purpose of this note is to prove Theorem 1 below. G is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group with dual group T. The algebra of Fourier transforms on T is A (T), and the algebra of FourierStieltjes transforms is B(T). If a is a measure in G, p. is its FourierStieltjes transform, and ||/x|| is the total variation norm ||/x||. Once Lemma 6.3.6 of [2] is extended to our version (Lemma 2 below), the proof of Theorem 1 follows the pattern of [2, 6.3] . We shall let F o ijl be the unique measure having F o p. as its transform (when Fo fx is defined). The basic trick now is to "adjust" the Vj so that the supports of their transforms are "very" disjoint. That way we can add up the Vj (since H^H <2~> we get an element of L1(G)), /= y"V,. and then pick out Fo(u+Vj) from Fo (pt+f) by multiplying the latter (roughly speaking) by a function hJEL1(G) such that hj = l on the support of ij, but tij-hk = 0 if J9^k. We then will get an equality of the form (5) hi* Fo (u +f) + (80 -hj) * F o GO = F o (u + vj).
Now take norms and apply the triangle inequality and the multiplication inequality. We obtain (6) ||A,|| ||Fo 0. +/)|| + || («o -kj)\\ \\Fo(u)\\ ^ \\Foiji + vj)\\ > j.
The hj will be chosen with \\hj\\ <6, so we have the absurdity:
Before we give the details of the adjustments we must make to the Vj, we first observe that if the supports of the Vj all lie in the same compact subset of F, then ||Po (m+";)|| must be bounded. We are now ready to adjust the Vj. We will obtain functions gj and hjELl(G) such that (i) ||g,-||i<2--', (ii) support gjQ{ftj = l}, The first term on the right-hand side of (9) is norm-bounded since support cvjCsupport c (which was chosen compact) for all /. Therefore, ||Fo (u+(d0 -a) *Vj)\\ is increasing. Pick/ so large that \\Fo (n+(5o-a) *Vj)\\>n + l and such that ||yy|| <2-(n+»>. Let This now yields the absurdity of (7).
Examples of algebras X which satisfy (i)-(iii) are easily given: Let £ be a perfect compact independent subset of G. Such a set exists if G is not discrete [2, 5.2.2] . Let X he the closed subalgebra of P(r) which is generated by ^4(r), to, and the transforms of continuous measures supported on EKJ-E. One need only apply [2, 5.3 .2] to show that X satisfies (iii).
Varopoulos [3] has shown that if G is not discrete, then only entire functions operate on B0(F) = {#: p.EB(F), JX vanishes at infinity}. P0(r)U{5o} is a closed subalgebra of P(r) which satisfies (i)-(iii). 
